U.S. History

Chapter 4 Test: The Progressive Era

Name: ________________________  Date: _________________________

Review Sheet  Hour: _______________________

Terms: progressivism, muckrakers, capitalism, socialism, direct primary, initiative, referendum, recall, Sixteenth Amendment, Seventeenth Amendment, Muller v. Oregon, temperance, Eighteenth Amendment, suffrage, Nineteenth Amendment, Americanization, Plessy v. Ferguson, segregation, lynch, mutualistas, domestic, arbitration, trustbusting, conservation, preservation

Chapter 4, Section 1
1. origins and goals of progressivism
2. muckraking journalists: Lincoln Steffens, Lewis Hine, Jacob Riis, Ida Tarbell
3. muckraking novels: The Jungle – know author and goals
4. settlement house movement: goals, role of Jane Addams/ Hull House, social work
5. city-level reforms: commission system of city gov’t – role of Galveston hurricane;
6. Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire: events and impact
7. state level reforms- more power to voters
8. national level reforms (notes): progressive and regressive tax; 16th and 17th Amendments
9. child labor: types of jobs, dangers faced by children

Chapter 4, Section 2
1. women’s education: expansion
2. women in the work force- typical jobs and pay
3. Florence Kelley: role in Hull House, factory inspections, Muller case, NCL,
4. temperance movement: reasons women led it; Carry Nation; 18th Amendment
5. Early suffrage leaders: Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton
6. NAWSA: “Winning Plan”; Carrie Chapman Catt
7. Alice Paul and the NWP- more militant tactics
8. final victory: 19th Amendment

Chapter 4, Section 3
1. Americanization movement: goal of assimilation
2. Segregation: key Supreme Court decision
4. Springfield Race Riot of 1908: causes, events, effects (NAACP)
5. Urban League
6. Other minorities who faced discrimination: Jews, Mexican Americans, Native Americans, Asian Americans

Chapter 4, Section 4
1. Teddy Roosevelt: rise to power, use of personal popularity
2. Domestic policy: Square Deal
3. intervention in strikes: 1902 Coal Strike
4. railroad regulation: Elkins Act & Hepburn Act (ICC)
5. trustbusting: good vs. bad trusts; use of Sherman Antitrust Act
6. protecting health: role of *The Jungle* (& muckrakers), key acts: Meat Inspection Act, Pure Food & Drug Act
7. conservation vs. preservation (Pinchot vs. Muir); National Parks
8. Water policy: National Reclamation Act
9. Taft vs. Roosevelt: differences led to 3rd party: Progressive (Bull Moose Party) in 1912

Also (Section 5- no quiz)